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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
As part of the commission’s strategy, most business documents and applications are on the verge 
of being accessed on the go. The aim is to have ubiquity commission-wide. This is where 
employees can work efficiently and collaboratively from anywhere regardless of their physical 
location. Documents are digitized, organized indexed and can be retrieved instantaneously.  

The goal of this deliverable therefore is to have an interactive and appealing JSC intranet design. 
The consultant is expected to show-case their best elements in delivering an excellent, suitable and 
desirable digital platform that serves internal processes an intranet design incorporating EDMS, 
Workflows, Dashboard (For collaboration & communication, chats etc. To have self-service login 
portal to access all resources and processes relating to Finance and Procurement). Additionally, 
incorporating Human resource management functionality to serve Recruitment, Staff records, 
shortlisting, payroll, learning and development, performance management.  

1.1 PURPOSE AND SCOPE (INTRANET, EDMS, HRM) 
The commission seeks to ensure the intranet achieves the following key benefits: 

1.1.1 Usability, flexibility and availability  
Given the nature of JSC Staff and the move towards modernizing our office, it is of utmost 
importance that the solution provided is very easy to use. This is equally important both for 
administrators, editors and for regular intranet users. Therefore, user experience will have a strong 
influence on the choice of solution. The login page should be extremely appealing. 

The solution proposed to JSC should principally be based on out-of-the-box features of the 
software. Except for graphical design, tailoring of code should be kept to an absolute minimum. 

 This document is an integral part of this TOR. The contractor is expected to bear in mind that 
user’s requirements may be redefined by the users in question during the user acceptance test of 
the system. This should be affected if they do not fall out of the already accepted scope. The overall 
expected system features are: 

1.1.2 Accessibility  
The solution, when completely designed, set up and configured according to the needs described 
in JSC’s requirements, shall conform to the ISO/IEC 40500:2012 [Web Content Accessibility 
Guidelines (WCAG) 2.0 AAA] standard.  

The solution should also be available on all Mobile platforms  

1.1.3 Categories  
To keep content well organized and facilitate content management tasks, all content items should 
be placed in a hierarchical structure. This could be done by assigning a category to each content 
item. Categories should be nested in at least two levels, and an editor or administrator must be able 
to create and edit categories. It should be possible to move content items from one category to 
another.  
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1.1.4 Tags  
To fine-tune the organization of content items even more, and to help linking related information 
together, it should be possible to add one or more tags to each content item. The number of tags 
associated with an item should in principle be unlimited. Pre-defined tags should be hierarchically 
organized in at least two levels, and an editor or administrator must be able to make changes. It 
should also be possible for the creator of a new content item to create new tags on the fly.  

The tags must be independent of the category structure, so that items placed in different categories 
can use the same tag(s).  

1.1.5 Navigation  
 A sleek social intranet navigation solution is essential, and the intranet design should be easy on 
the eyes and easy to navigate. The consultant should use lots of white space, smooth lines, and 
plenty of strong boundaries.  

The navigation structure (menu) should be separate from the content structure (categories).  

In general, a menu item should point to a navigation page, and the navigation page should be 
configured to show links or parts of information from a certain sub-set of content items, based on 
categories and/or tags and other metadata (such as publication date).  

The appearance of a given navigation page should depend on the template set up for that page, 
selected content modules and their placement on the page, and the configuration of the navigation 
page as well as the different content modules. All these elements should have a high degree of 
flexibility and be editable by editors or administrators.  

A single content item should be displayed on a content page. Different content page types would 
be defined by a template, content modules (see below) and configuration of the page type. 

1.1.6 Graphic Design and Layout  
The look and feel of the new intranet should be clean and modern, and associable with the existing 
visual identity of JSC. This should include the corporate colors and logo. The main purpose of the 
graphic design will be to support the usability and accessibility of the solution. The layout of all 
intranet pages shall be based on best practices and provide for a high-quality user experience.  

1.2 Project Objectives 
The vendor should provide with the following (but not limited to): 

i. Platform Development. 
x Using best practice develop an intranet platform for utilisation by staff for the 

commissioning entity. 
x Testing of the platform to conform to user requirements before deployment. 

ii. Deployment 
Support the rollout to staff through training, development of user guides and modules. 

iii. Maintenance and support 
Provide an SLA and a user support structure for the developed intranet. 
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1.3 Platform Requirements 

It is desirable that the platform is implemented on SharePoint online with integrations and 
customizations to fulfil the requirements of JSC fully. 

1.4 Technical Requirements 

1. An extensive knowledge of and a strong experience in Intranets, mobile technologies, apps, 
social media, and corporate media tools. 

2. A practical experience in configuration and use of corporate Intranets and other corporate 
communication tools as well as a functional and technical experience in similar successful 
projects. 

3. A deep understanding and experience configuring online human resource platforms with SSE 
and integrations into other systems. Provide evidence. 

4. A deep experience in configuring integrations across various data sources. 
5. The ability to communicate clearly, both orally and in writing, in English with Business users, 

Executive users and IT users. 
6. The ability to summarize the IT and technical language into a functional business language 
7. Show practical experience in project management of corporate Intranet projects. 
8. The ability to clearly present the results and conclusions to JSC personnel from the working to 

the highest level. 

1.5 TERMS OF REFERENCE INTERNAL PROCESS AUTOMATION AND 
DIGITIZATION PLATFORM 

EOI Internal ERP Process Automation and Digitization Platform 
REF. NO. 

Introduction The JSC is looking to implement a fully automated corporate system and digital 
platform that will enable management of various departmental information and 
processes.  The chosen solution is intended to digitize JSC’s workflows and 
integrate relevant data sources and processes both internal and external. In view 
of this JSC intends to implement a fully bespoke integrated system. 
 

Objective (a) Process Automation: Design and develop digital platform that caters to 
series of activities and process that includes, but not limited to (i) 
Complaints processes, (ii) Disciplinary processes, (iii) Financial 
processes, (iv) Procurement Processes 

(b) EDMS: Design and commission an EDMS platform that serves but not 
limited to the following; 
Records management:  
- Document templates. 
- Document search with the most relevant results. 
- Approval and other workflows. 
- Document management policy automation. 
- Incorporate electronic digital signatures to enable approvals on the fly 
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(c) Human Resource Management: Design and delivery of a system that 
handles the commission’s Recruitment functions, Staff Records, 
candidates Shortlisting, New staff Onboarding, Payroll, Learning and 
Development and Performance Management. 

(d) Digital workplace platform: Develop a modern corporate platform for 
mobility in the workplace integrated with JSC’s HR planning business 
suites make access easier and creates a united work environment and able 
to deliver but not limited to: 

(i) Workflow automation: HR workflows, Procurement and SCM 
workflows, financial workflows, Case management workflows, 
Industry-specific (Legal) workflows. 

(ii) Knowledge mapping: From research studies or the JSC’s history, 
knowledge management is critical. Every employee is an expert in 
their own sphere, and sharing their experience not only projects 
confidence, but also helps other current and future employees 
benefit from this knowledge, whether or not they have a direct 
relationship. Knowledge elicitation, Knowledge externalization and 
assessment, Knowledge distribution, Knowledge maintenance. 

(iii) Social platform: This will be a fresh and engaging UI that invites 
employees to a digital workplace for chat in real-time, video 
message and get to know each other through various social 
communities of interest 

(iv) Content Management System (CMS): The solution should 
provide a structure and brings everything together into a unified and 
framed system. Allowing JSC staff to find and access information 
and documentation, easily and quickly. 

(v) Smart Search: Should provide a powerful search capability that 
leverages metadata utility providing relevant categories and tags that 
will allow creators to sort and class content from the very beginning, 
will make search results more relevant 
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2.0 CORPORATE INTRANET REQUIREMENTS 
2.1 Document handling:  

The intranet should be a place to house research pieces across and share them with ease. The 
documents should be accessible by putting them in an area that won't get overlooked. Users should 
find it easy to upload documents and the ability to tag and rate content should be developed, to 
ensure that all documents can easily be found through a search. This will also entail migrating all 
existing and old documents from the old file server to SharePoint. 

2.2 Internal Job Board.  
The intranet should have a dedicated space to post job openings from across the JSC. The same 
should also be integrated with social media to ensure users can post the jobs online on platforms 
such ads LinkedIn, twitter and Facebook. 

2.3 Real time newsfeed.  
The intranet should have an easy and appealing way to post short (formal and informal) 
announcements, news, achievements, events, twitter feed, reminders or polls by all JSC staff. As 
part of the newsfeed or on its own, the intranet should provide the opportunity to have fun and 
engaging functionalities like ‘photo of the day’ or ‘inspirational quotes’ etc. Additional 
suggestions are welcome. 

2.4 Workflow management.  
The ERP should be able to automate some of the employee’s day to day tasks through process 
automation. These workflows should be easy to use and accessible both on and off-site. This in 
turn will ease initiating, tracking and reporting business activities. Examples of the workflows 
needed but are not limited to: 

� Knowledge Management 
� System Access Form 
� Complaints management 
� Litigation case flow management 
� Disciplinary management 
� Resource Booking etc. 

2.5 Events Scheduling.  
The intranet should provide members the opportunity to use their intranet calendars for scheduling 
meetings and internal events. To build morale across and encourage teambuilding, the intranet 
calendar should also show events happening around the individual JSCs and could create a 
calendar devoted to events happening around them. This could be sporting events, CSR activities 
etc.  

2.6 Image handling.  
Use of images across the intranet is highly encouraged, to not only break the flow of text but also 
to add visual context to the entire portal. The images should be easy to load and should not slow 
down the load time and functionality of the intranet. 
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2.7 Survey and Poll.  
Integration of the website and ERP should be able to conduct a survey of around 5-20 questions 
and a polling and vetting system should also be available. In order to give users incentive to take 
part in conversations and create great content, the intranet should also have the possibility to hold 
contests.  
 

2.8 EDMS Requirements 
The commission seeks to ensure the intranet achieves the following key benefits: 

i. The EDMS solution is easy to use for basic tasks performed by users on a regular basis. 
e.g., sharing documents, moving files and sharing information with the entire organization.  

ii. The EDMS solution provides collaboration features out of the box such as co-authoring 
documents, setting up and completing tasks, share calendars and have discussion boards. 

iii. The EDMS solution should provide Subscription and Perpetual Pricing Model. 
iv. The EDMS solution provides compliance features e.g., Data Loss Prevention (DLP), 

Records management, data retention, eDiscovery etc. thus ensuring that there is proper 
control of data. 

v. The EDMS solution provides advanced and customizable Search engine that can be able 
to support custom needs of users and add features like adding custom pages to display their 
results in a manner that users will easily relate to. 

vi. The EDMS solution provides information Rights Management to protect digital documents 
e.g., limiting rights of users allowed to access the files. 

vii. The EDMS solution provides support encrypted connections. e.g., by securing content 
using an SSL connection. 

viii. The EDMS solution provides image/video preview using options like rich media features 
for the upload of media files and also preview features using the hove functionality or 
thumbnail preview. 

ix. The EDMS solution provides mobile access support since it can be run on both android 
and IOS platform that make it easy for users to access the solution conveniently. 

x. The EDMS solution provides offline support by having the ability to sync documents with 
users’ computers when they are online so that they can continue working on them when 
they are offline. 

xi. The EDMS solution should provide version control and management by recording changes 
made to a file and storing each version as a separate file. 

xii. The EDMS solution provides personalization management by giving users ability to add 
branding to the solution’s features e.g., logos, page layouts, colors etc. 

xiii. The EDMS solution provides workflow management through the ability to automate 
business processes and document workflows. 

xiv. The EDMS solution provides content aggregation with the use of abilities like real time 
content aggregation using features like CAML- based content aggregation and search-
based content aggregation. 
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2.9 HRM Requirements 
1. Single Sign-In: The system should provide a single sign in Intranet interface by which the user 

accesses all the underlying applications 

2. Workflow: The system should have workflows for various business processes. These 

workflows should be formulated using the existing procedures and benchmarking on the 

recommended workflow standards.  

3. Dashboards: The system should be able to generate dashboards to various users of the system. 

This should be formulated based on different information requirement for different users of the 

system. 

4. Web Access: The system should be accessible via internet on a web browser.  

5. Reports: The system should be configured so that it is able to generate different reports to 

different system users as per their needs so as to support day to day management and running 

of the organization. 

6. Controls: Controls should be in-built within the system where, marker-check is implemented 

and access to information on the system should also be restricted per the user access levels and 

rights. 

7. Single Database: The system should run from a single central database that is secure. 

8. User Access Levels/Roles/Rights: The system should have a user administration center which 

manages user roles, users access levels and the right they have over the information on the 

system i.e., what they have access and what they do not have right to access. 

9. Document Management: The system should have an underlying document management 

system to allow users to upload crucial documents as attachments to various system entries. 

This helps in archiving crucial documents 

10. Data Security: The system should be well secured from unauthorized access and data in the 

system well secured. 

11. Email Notifications: The system should be configurable to send out email alerts notifications. 

12. Audit Trail: The system should have audit trail for all the events in the system 
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3.0 DETAILED SCOPE OF WORK 
3.1 HR PRO FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS  

3.1.1 PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT REQUIREMENT 
Ability to capture personal data such as: 
Name 
Employee number (PF number) 
 National ID number/Passport number 
Address: Postal address, Physical address, Email address 
 Phone number 
Employment term details: Employment date, employment type etc. 
Date of birth 
Position 
 Marital status 
Gender 
NSSF, NHIF, PIN numbers 
Directorate/Department / Region 
Exit date 
Photo 
Tribe/Nationality 
 Disability status 
 Benefit entitlement details 
Dependent data details 
Employee number (PF number) 
Next of kin details 
End of probationary period alerts 
Alerts for contract renewal and expiry  
Alerts for end of probation and confirmation of appointment 
Engagement status (internship, contract or permanent and pensionable) 
Beneficiaries’ details 
Pension details 
Banking details 
Previous employment details 
Qualifications, skills and trainings 
Memberships to professional organizations 
Ability to capture emergency contact details 
Flexibility to define who can access what data in HR 
Ability to capture transfers (station and period), and retain previous information 
Reporting 
Automatic generation of all reports based on gender, age, ethnicity, qualifications, disability, 
years of experience, job grades, directorate/department/region  
Generate listing of employees with ability to filter based on captured data e.g., list by position  
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3.1.2 ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE AND JOB DESCRIPTIONS 
Ability to define the organization structure in the system with job positions 

Ability to maintain organizational structure if and when it changes without reference to the vendor 

Ability to link the position to a staff record 
Ability to define the staff grading structure in the system and assign grades to staff. 

Maintain multiple employee address and contact details 

Ability to attach any relevant document 
Ability to generate notifications via email, distribution/work lists or online notifications. These 
notifications should be user-definable (such as Anniversaries, retirement dates, over- expenditure 
recoveries, among others) data items. 
The system should be flexible enough for administrator to define new fields 
Reporting 
Generate report on position and occupant(s) 
Generate organizational structure from the system 
Generate job descriptions per position 

3.1.3 SELECTION AND RECRUITMENT 
Ability to incorporate recruitment plan, maintain information about historical vacancies and the 
organization’s preferred recruitment media 
Ability to track vacant positions based on the defined number of staff required for each position 
(staff establishment) 
Ability to support positions and vacancies linked to the organization structure 
Ability for applicants to check status of their application through the internet 
Ability to accommodate recruitment agencies 
Ability to define and track closing dates of advertised positions 
Ability to capture applicant data in the system such as qualifications and years of experience 
Allow for on-line applications for vacant positions, online tracking /monitoring of applicants 
through each stage of the recruitment cycle. 
Ability to automatically allocate unique applicant number for each applicant 
Ability to automatically transfer applicants' details into employee details upon appointment without 
re-keying. 
Ability to produce a short list from applicants’ data based on defined requirements for a vacant 
position such as minimum qualification and experience 
Ability to create test and interview schedules. (Applicant event schedules) 
Ability to record scores for interview tests and interview results with detailed comments. 
Ability to provide a checklist and generate alerts if the necessary documents required from a 
successful candidate have not been received and entered in the system. 
Ability to retain a database of previous job applications and CVs. This should be searchable 
by Job description and the date of the application. e.g., it should be possible to filter applications 
received for a certain position within the last six months 
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Ability to generate letters at the various stages of the recruitment cycle (such as interview letter, 
offer letter, regret letter among others) 
Ability to capture notes from reference checks 
Ability to capture date of appointment for new hires and issue reminders to HR one week to 
reporting date 
Ability to indicate the employment status of staff as either “On Probation”, “Permanent” or 
“Temporary employment” Intern" etc. 
The system should enforce that newly hired staff must go through probation before they are 
confirmed for permanent employment. 
Ability to issue reminders to HR staff to prepare a probation report on elapsing of the six-month 
probation period 
Ability to enforce the requirement that no staff member should be on probation for more than a 
year and should either be confirmed or terminated 
Ability to allow for conduct of background check before issuance of appointment letters 
Ability to export online forms to a PDF, Excel, MS Word document for offline operation. 
Ability to determine if applicant has worked for the company before 
Ability to update the staff establishment once position is filled 
Ability to incorporate or capture details in the Job Application Form 
Reporting 
Summary report on overall number of applicants a specific position (by age, gender, ethnicity, etc.) 
Provide an online form for vacant position based on customizable to suit the Job specs 
A shortlist of qualified candidates with their details 
Reference checks details generated by the system 
Easily create job ads and job templates within the solution that are localized, branded, mobile-
responsive, SEO-optimized and video-enabled 
Synchronize all jobs to company Facebook page 
Easily advertise and post internal, external, and even private job ads to any job board directly from 
within the solution UI 
Distribute job ads to free aggregators and search engines automatically, without requiring any 
integrations or additional costs. 
Share job opportunities to social media including Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn from within the 
solution UI, as well as solution supports Google Jobs Search integration prioritizing customer jobs 
in Google search result for maximum exposure.  
Export LinkedIn profiles in 1-click to a specific requisition in the solution, and sync all LinkedIn 
In-Mail exchanges and prospect notes to solution candidate profile.  
Tailor the application process for each job, department, and/or brand with configurable screening 
questions and question sets, knockout questions, and pre-integrated assessment tools.  
Manage external recruitment agencies and external recruiters from directly within the solution with 
the ability to send assignments, receive agency-referred candidates, provide feedback and track 
agency performance. 
Centralize all email communications in one place with two-way email gateway that supports 
Outlook, Gmail, Apple Mail, Yahoo, Hotmail, Edu email servers and all other email providers. 
Employees can subscribe to job alerts for internal-only career pages 
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Review all interviewers' calendars at one time using side-by-side calendar comparison for 
scheduling a multiple-participant interview 
Include attachments and send offer letters with DocuSign, and monitor signature progress from 
within the solution 

3.1.4 LEAVE MANAGEMENT 
Ability to define allowed leave days per year for each staff grade 
Ability to define rules on maximum number of leave days that can be carried over to the next 
year 
Ability for employees to define leave plans in the system and send to appropriate persons for 
approval 
Ability for employees and management to view leave records 
Ability to set up calendar with national holidays. 
Automatic calculation/update of employee’s leave accruals according to defined policies 
System records the key planned and actuals for leave including start-end dates and entitlements and 
balances 
Ability to provide a year-end roll-over calculation and process for leave plans and processes 
Distinguish between holiday, vacation, and other non-work time and report on actual time or time 
off against planned, earned or allowed 
Audit “patterns” of time-off, by individual (e.g., to track regulatory requirements regarding the 
number of consecutive days off taken over the course of a year) 
Ability for authorized personnel to make adjustments when actual leave days taken are more or less 
than leave days applied for and approved 
Ability to add additional leave days based on weekends that staff work 
Ability to define and track allowed maternity, paternity and study leave 
Ability to provide web-based[portal] leave applications and approvals 
Integration with employee email system for updates on leave status 
Direct integration of leave schedule with payroll system for automatic posting of leave allowance 
to employee salary for the end of calendar year (December) 
Ability to capture all the leave schedule for all staff/departments and update it 
Employee should be able to track the position of his/her leave applications online 
Ability to track disciplinary compulsory leave i.e., Interdiction with half pay and suspension with 
no pay 
Ability to process leave allowance twice for staff in hardship areas (if the staff proceeds for 15 days 
in June and December) 
Automatic processing of leave allowance at the end of the calendar year (December) 
Reporting 
Report on leave balances by staff/department/region etc. 
Provision of customizable/ad-hoc report facility 
Report on leave taken by staff for a specific periodic and by leave type 
Report on approved/rejected leave request 
Delegation reports 

3.1.5 TRANSITIONS 
Ability to keep track of staff retirement dates and provide reminders to HR in advance and staff as 
well 
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Ability to compute terminal benefits due to staff 
Ability to record deaths and provide follow up notifications to compute any dues and follow up on 
insurance 
Ability to record staff transfers, secondments, promotions and demotions on the system and update 
job descriptions and training needs 
Ability to capture notes from exit interviews 
Ability to generate a report on staff exits through death, retirement, resignation, termination, non-
renewal of contract, retrenchment, etc. 

3.1.6 TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT 
Ability to input training needs by employees 
Training needs should be generated from: 
a) Output of the performance appraisal process. The performance appraisal module should provide 
for input of training requirements arising from the appraisal 
b) Defined training needs for newly recruited, promoted or transferred staff 
Ability to link training needs to training courses and programs 
Ability to schedule trainings and indicate venue and participants 
Ability to generate reminders to staff on trainings due 
Ability for a trainee to capture feedback on the training through a standard feedback form 
immediately after the training 
Ability to capture details of training carried out per employee 
Ability to capture and track training budget on the system and notify when budget is exceeded 
Ability to provide an interface with Finance and Accounts Department for course billing and 
allocation 
Ability to restrict modification of training data and feedback captured in the system 
Ability to alert employees to submit a training evaluation/feedback report 2 weeks after training 
and capture report 
Ability to capture and/or import training providers, instructors and courses (contacts, type, cost, 
duration among others) 
Ability to generate training schedules including venues, cost and training 
Ability to set up training schedules, associated budgets, monitoring and evaluation 
Ability to capture training materials e.g., power point presentations, notes, certificates 
Reporting 
Ability to generate training schedules including venues, cost and training durations 

Ability to generate reports showing trainings carried out and staff who attended them 

Ability to generate report on staff who have missed scheduled trainings 
Ability to generate a report on actual training costs against budget and balances 
Ability to generate report on cost of training per employee 
Ability to generate a training needs assessment report 
Ability to generate report on feedback of training as provided by trainees for various trainings 
attended 
Ability to generate a report on effect/impact of training on individual employees as evaluated by 
the supervisor 
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3.1.7 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
Ability to capture set targets and performance plans for each staff member on the system 
Ability for managers and employees to set, review and change goals online via automated workflow 
with online approval 
Ability to describe key result areas when setting goals 
Ability to have the goals and performance plans approved on the system by the relevant staff 
supervisor 
Ability to capture the actual achievements of goals per quarter/year 
Ability to conduct performance appraisals on the system and record the result of the appraisal. 
Scores are assigned by a supervisor against each goal. A percentage score is then computed based 
on a defined weighting scale for each category of goals for each employee 
Ability to maintain historical information pertaining to an employee’s performance 
including review dates and outcomes 
Ability to maintain history of promotion and demotion data including effective date, amount of pay 
change, reason for promotion/demotion 
Ability to define dates in the system when performance appraisals are due for each staff member. 
The system should issue reminders to staff when these dates are due. 
Ability to restrict access to appraisal information to only relevant personnel. 
Ability for staff fill a self-appraisal online 
Ability to define multiple appraisal templates (e.g., pre-confirmation, quarterly, mid-year, end-
year) 
Ability to support multiple levels of appraisals where a line manager appraises and a different 
manager reviews the appraisal 
Ability for supervisors to propose rewards and sanctions for excellent performance and poor 
performance respectively 
Ability to provide for moderation of rewards and/or sanctions by a Management Committee and 
recommendation to the appropriate authority 
Ability to capture training needs arising from the appraisal and link them to the training module to 
feed into the training needs assessment report 
Ability to capture mitigating factors for nonperformance 
Ability to define managers and link employees to their relevant supervisors 
To enforce discussions between line managers and staff on appraisal result, the system should 
have the ability for both the supervisor and staff to indicate on the system that the discussion has 
taken place 
Ability to allow supervisor to reject targets set and the employee to receive back the targets for 
amendment 
Ability to compute individual scores online 
Ability to capture employee's comments on the appraisal 
Ability to accept an initiated review process from an aggrieved employee 
Ability to generate letters and memos e.g., standard commendation/warning letter for excellent and 
poor performance respectively 
Ability to issue reminders to staff and supervisors to set targets and do evaluation based on agreed 
timelines 
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Ability to send alerts to supervisors and employees to perform certain actions e.g., set 
targets, key in achievements, evaluate performance, etc. 
Reporting 
Report on staff appraised/ not appraised by designation, department, directorate, region, etc. 
Report on status of the appraisal including whether goals have been set, self-assessment done, 
manager review done 
Report on competences analysis of the employees 
Periodic performance evaluation reports at end of review period 
Report on training requirements listed by employees 
Report on staff performance scores per grade, department or region 
Report on rewards and sanctions proposed by supervisors 
Report on factors for unsatisfactory performance and/or over-performance 

3.1.8 INSURANCE 
Ability to issue notifications when policies are up for annual renewal 
Ability to track payments for staff medical insurance and life insurance premiums and create 
recurring payment journals 

3.1.9 SUBSCRIPTIONS AND CONTINUOUS PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT 

Ability to capture and track employee memberships to professional bodies (including 
classes/categories of membership) 
Ability to generate payment journals for finance to pay when membership fees are due. 
Ability to capture CPD points required by each professional body where applicable 
Ability to capture CPD providers' details including contacts, workshops/seminars, venues, dates, 
costs etc. 
Ability to capture details of employees sponsored for CPD workshops in a given period (by 
designation, profession, gender, department, etc. 
Ability to attach documents e.g., certificates of attendance in each employee's portal 
Reporting 
Report on all employees who are members of professional bodies by designation, department, 
gender, ethnicity including membership status (e.g., Full Member, Member, Affiliate, Graduate, 
Associate, Fellow, etc.) 
Report on all professional bodies where employees subscribe to (include contact details) 
Report on annual subscription paid to professional bodies (amounts paid) per period (quarterly, 
yearly) 
Report on conferences and seminars attended by members of professional bodies and amounts paid 
per period 

3.1.10 PENSION 
Ability to compute pension per employee in a monthly and yearly basis 
Capture lump sum pension and gratuity of the employees 
Capture all the Consultants for the pension scheme 
Ability to capture changes in employment status (promotion, demotion) 
Ability to capture a pensioner's withdrawal from the scheme 
Ability to generate pension statutory reports 
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3.1.11 PAYROLL 
Payroll Processing 
Support integration with the HR module so that staff details e.g., Names are captured once 
Ability to accumulate deductions according to deduction codes 
Ability to accumulate earnings according to earning code 
Produce all statutory reports required by Kenya’s laws and regulations 
Supports for automatic computation of Kenyan statutory deductions, insurance, mortgage relief and 
report generation 
 Manage a benevolent scheme- including production of members statement 
The system should maintain data up to statutory period of (7 years) without downgrading the 
performance of the system 
Ability to allow e- communications (email reports/statements/pay slips automatically from the 
application – interface to an email application) 
Ability to support timed deductions, i.e., provide deductions for a specific period 
Allows for unlimited number of loans in the system and support multiple loans per employee 
Ability to limit the number of loans given to an employee 
Ability to detect when an employee's earnings fall below the recommended one third and send alerts 
to the payroll administrator 
 Provide integration with the financial management system/General Ledger 
Ability to pre-run the payroll before the final run and commitment 
Ability to support various benefits such as car loan, mortgages 
Ability to calculate lost days 
Ability to administer involuntary deductions e.g., recovery of advances 
Ability to automatically calculate employee and employer taxes 
Ability to make adjustments after payroll run with audit trails 
Ability to process part of payroll 
Ability to distribute payroll processing throughout payroll period, e.g., processing static data at the 
beginning of period and making adjustments at period end 
Ability to automatically detect and effect an employee's salary progression based on his/her 
appointment anniversary 
Ability to generate a payroll bank payment file for electronic transfer of funds 
Ability to compute annual leave allowance for each staff in December 
Ability to process pension deductions through the payroll 
Ability to specify deductions for a specific period and automatically stop the payment deductions 
when complete 
Ability to specify and effect additional earnings such as acting/special duty and automatically 
stop them when the period lapses 
Ability to view payslip messages 

3.1.12 REPORTS 
Ability to generate report of changes/variance from previous payroll 
Ability to produce Pay slips and also reprint pay slips and reports from prior periods 
Ability to report on earnings by gender for different salary bands 
Ability to maintain audit logs of changes to employee records 
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Allow Customization of reports for ad hoc reporting 
Provide standard payroll reports e.g., all deductions report, net deductions reports, summary of 
statutory reports 
Ability to generate a monthly reconciliation report indicating the shift in the salary and reasons 
Ability to generate exception reports for cases where the one third rule is not met 

3.1.13 GENERAL REPORTING 
Ability to generate reports on staff costs per employee based on training costs, medical costs, 
insurance, subscriptions, payroll etc.. 
Ability to generate ad-hoc reports 

 

3.2 IT Acceptance Criteria  
The JSC will only accept the following IT acceptance criteria: 

x All the ERP design, development and deployment will be done by vendor in consultation 
with JSC Team. The deployment includes the setting up of environment and installation of 
the software to be done by the vendor on the JSC approved/provided server (including 
configure SSL). 

x The vendor will provide Configuration Documentation and Installation Guide/Standard 
Operating Procedures (SOP) which should clearly state how to manage the platform, 
environment and its configuration. 

x The services would be considered to have been delivered when: 
- All design components and functionalities are configured as detailed in the TOR and 

as advised by the JSC. 
- Any requisite application licenses are installed and all requirements and conditions are 

met as stated in the IT acceptance criteria and TOR. 
- The application with all its features listed as per this TOR is up and running and 

available on the web. 
- The End User training is complete and all the users of the application can operate the 

system, and the Systems Analyst’s overall acceptance of the Intranet. 
 

The platform design has to follow an iterative development process with the involvement of 
JSC Team and changes have to be accommodated as the platform concept and design 
evolves. Mock pages for the final look and feel should be provided for approval by JSC on the 
theme colors and other branding materials. 

 
3.3 Deliverables  

 
Suppliers shall provide JSC with the following (but not limited to): 
1. Technical Proposal – a detailed proposal detailing hardware, software and support 

infrastructure relevant to realization of the project. 
 
2. Financial Proposal – detailed breakdown of cost elements relevant to development and 

running of the new platforms. 
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The Assignment will be considered complete on: 
x Training of JSC staff on CMS and maintenance of Intranet; 
x Installation of the final application which fulfills the IT acceptance criteria; 
x Complete handover of installation to JSC; 
x Transfer of all user rights to JSC 
x Submission of required documentation is complete, approved and signed along with 

the complete 
Source Code Successful functioning of the application for 90 days (3 months warranty) 
with no functionality and data issues reported; 

x Vendor to follow Agile Method of development of Intranet. 
 

3.4 Project Timeline and Warranty  
 

3.4.1 Proposed timeline:  
The vendor should provide complete detailed timesheet of individuals involved and time of 
task delivery. Expected timeline is four months from signing of contract. 

 
3.4.2 Warranty:  

Expect contracted vendor to provide 2 weeks knowledge transfer after development of Intranet 
and before start of one year support that will be renewable at the discretion of JSC. 

  
3.5 Technology  

Preference is to develop the JSC a bespoke or custom digital platform driven by any applicable 
secure technologies in the market that serves the purpose of the organization’s requirements. 
 

3.6 Training, Maintenance / Support Period  
SharePoint and Dynamics support and maintenance services help ensure the sound performance 
of digital platform solutions and empower JSC users to perform their business tasks successfully. 

� Timely updating the system by installing service and feature packs to guarantee its 
faultless performance and extend development capabilities. 

� Conducting security audits and installing security patches to protect working processes. 
Health Check Service to help monitor JSCs both environments to detect performance and 
security gaps and timely fix them. 

� Integration of SharePoint solutions with other enterprise systems (ERP, HRM, LMS, 
etc.). 

� Vendor will provide one year maintenance (after deployment testing and 
commissioning) and technical support for the platform, as per the details below: 

 

During one year of AMC, following is expected: 

� Trouble shooting: In case ERP is down, any link is broken, any functionality not 
working properly etc. 

� Technical Assistance: In case the ERP needs to be moved from one server to 
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another, any patch up-gradation on Open-Source CMS and server etc. 
� Remote support for assistance in changing/editing/modifying modules, webparts 

via call or emails (if at all required). 
� Bug fixes for any existing functionality. 
� During AMC, hired vendor is not expected to upload any content. 

x Training  
Tailored for administrators and end-users: During our training sessions, the vendor will 
explain the platform’s basics but also provide tips on facilitating a SharePoint solution’s 
adoption, creating a collaboration-focused organizational culture and leveraging 
SharePoint non-standard capabilities, such as knowledge or innovation management for 
User and Administrator, on using the Intranet with specific Manuals for 3 to 4 Users and 
‘1 to 2 Administrators’ in at-least 3 sessions (half a day per session), at JSC premises or as 
deemed convenient at the time. 
x Technical training will be provided to with technical Administrator manual (with 

screenshots) which will include detailed Data Table Structure as well. 
Training  
The consultant should be able to impact knowledge to empower selected staff to continue to 
expand, develop, customise and take ownership of the ERP. 

Implementation Plan 
The project should be implemented within 4 months with a detailed Project plan must be included 
in the bid. A comprehensive handover report will be expected after project delivery. 
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4.0 EVALUATION CRITERIA  
The evaluation committee appointed by the Client shall evaluate the proposals on the basis of their 
responsiveness to the Terms of Reference, applying the evaluation criteria as follows  

- Preliminary evaluation  
- Technical evaluation  
4.1 Preliminary evaluation. 

The following shall form the basis for preliminary evaluation. 
Interested bidders MUST attach the following. 
STAGE 1: PRELIMINARY/MANDATORY REQUIREMENT SCORE SHEET   

SN  REQUIRED ITEMS  YES/NO  

1.   Copy of certificate of Registration/Incorporation under the Companies Act.    

2.   A Copy of Current/Valid Tax Compliance Certificate    

3.   Must provide Form CR12 or equivalent as proof of Directorship of all the firms.    

4.   Audited Copies of financial statements for the last two years    

5.   Proven Physical Location of the company/Firm (attach evidence e.g. copy of title 
deed, lease agreement or utility bills). The document attached must clearly show the 
firms physical location.  

  

6.   Must submit a dully filled up Confidential Business Questionnaire in format 
provided 

  

7.  Attach copy of business permit.  

8.  Must submit self – declaration form that you are not debarred to participate in public 
procurement processes in the format provided 

 

9.  Provide copy of Manufacturer Authorization letter certifying that the firm has the 
capacity to develop and implement the ERP Product/Solution. Where the solution is 
a product developed by the firm, a letter stating that clearly and signed by the 
Managing Director/CEO on the company letterhead must be attached. 

 

At this stage, the tenderer’s submission will either be responsive or nonresponsive. The non-
responsive submissions will be eliminated from the entire evaluation process and will not be 
considered further.   
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4.2 Technical Evaluation  
JSC shall evaluate Expression of Interest according to specific criteria based on the guidelines 
provided in this document in two parts.  

- Part one of the technical evaluation has a total of 15 points  
- part two of the technical evaluation has a total of 25 Marks.  

The bidders will require to score A MINIMUM OF 10 MARKS in part one to progress to Proof 
of Concept which has 18 Marks. The bidders who do not qualify for the part two(Proof of Concept) 
will not be considered any further in the process.  

At Part two, the successful bidders will be expected to demonstrate their capacity and solutions to 
JSC as per the schedule provided on a later date in this process. The firm will be required to score 
A MINIMUM OF 18 MARKS to be considered for the next stage of the process which is the 
invitation to submit request of proposals (RFP).  

4.2.1 STAGE 2 A: TECHNICAL EVALUATION - THEORY  
At this stage, bidders are expected to comply by attaining a minimum score of 10 Marks failure 
to which they shall be automatically disqualified from further evaluation.  

SN  Subject of Interest  Maximum  
Score  

A  Firm Experience     

1.   Experience of the firm in the last 5 year.  Attach copies of contract/LPO/LSO 
clearly showing the scope, value and date of the projects. The total value of the 
projects listed must be valued at a minimum of Ksh. 5,000,000.   

2  

2.   One of the projects must be with a public organization in Kenya.  1  

3.   Reference statements of five (5 No.) completed ERP Solutions (provide letter 
from the clients). This should be letters from reference organizations dated 
within the last 5 years.  

2  

4.    Overview of the Firm – Provide a detailed company profile 1  

  SUB-TOTAL  4  

B      Team Competency and Capacity(Attach CVs and copies of certificates)    

1.   A minimum of 2 engineers must provide evidence of certification in any 
SharePoint related field with at least one relevant MCSE and MCSA. Kindly 
provide copies of the relevant certificates. 
Gold partner in Dynamics 

1  

2.   ICT Systems Engineer/ Systems Analyst Expert  1  
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3.   ERP Solution Certified Expertise (Certified by Manufacturer)  1  

4.   Change Management Expert  1  

5.   Business Process Re-engineering Expert  1  

  SUB-TOTAL  5  

C  Implementation   

1.   Attached Project Schedule  1  

2.   Attached Project Implementation Methodology  1  

3.   Attached Training Programme   1  

4.   Attached Change Management Programme  1  

  SUB-TOTAL  4  

  GRAND TOTAL  15       

  

4.2.2 STAGE 2 B: TECHNICAL EVALUATION - PROOF OF CONCEPT  
At this stage, bidders are also expected to comply by attaining the minimum score of 18 failure 
to which they shall be disqualified. Each firm will be given 60 minutes with 45 minutes of 
presentation and 15 minutes of questions.  

SN  Subject of Interest  Maximum  
Score  

A  Firm Background - 5 Minutes    

1.   Background of the firm – Founding time, management, key staff)  2  

2.   List of key projects and key customer organization  2  

3.   Firm qualification to implement the ERP solution (Partnership with ERP 
providers)  

1  

4.     Profile Presentation of the Qualification and Capacity of the firm  1  

  SUB-TOTAL  6  
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B  Demonstration of the System Prototype - 30 Minutes         

1.   ERP Solution Demonstration that indicates the capacity of the system to 
provide all the Modules Listed in Section 5 (Item 1 – 20). The demo shall follow 
the script below;  

System Overview  

Menus  

Features  

System Navigation  

Customization and Coding Capabilities  

Business Intelligence Tools/Report Writer  

Security Features  

4  

2.   ERP Solution Demonstration of the Integration Capacity with other systems 
through API’s, Webhooks, ISC, etc. to ensure integration with other internal 
and external systems  

1  

3.   ERP Solution Demonstration of the Workflow Management Features  2  

4.   ERP Solution Demonstration of the Document Management Features  2  

5.   ERP Solution Demonstration of the Embedded Audit Feature  1  

6.   ERP Solution Demonstration of the Software Licensing Model     2  

7.   ERP Solution Configuration Illustration and Presentation in reference to  
Connectivity, Architecture and Security  

  1  

8.   ERP Solution ICT Infrastructure model in reference to model of hosting of the 
solution, deployment models and strategies for Business Continuity Planning 
(BCP) and Disaster Recovery (DR)  

  2  

  SUB-TOTAL    15  

C  Implementation – 10 Minutes         
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1.   Outline and Presentation for the Project Structure for implementation over the 4 
Months for the entire Scope of ERP Solution  

  1  

2.   Outline and Presentation for the Project Plan for implementation over the 4  
Months for the entire Scope of ERP Solution  

  1  

3.   Demonstration of the Training Capacity and Transfer of Knowledge for the ERP 
solution for both technical and end users that includes training curriculum, 
training centers and training proposal for the project to ensure it is supported 
internally  

  1  

4.   Demonstration of the Service Level Agreement structure to support the ERP 
System over the lifetime of the Solution. The support must illustrate the model 
for the Post go-live support, Service desk / telephone support services, User 
groups, Application support services. The SLA to also include warranties, 
assurances, and upgrade plans  

  1  

  SUB-TOTAL    4  

  GRAND TOTAL   25       

  

N/B: A brief concluding paragraph should restate the firm's interest in the assignment and indicate 
the contact within the firm responsible for receiving the proposal and answering any related 
questions.  

The bidders who qualify at this stage will be considered for approval to proceed to Request 

for Proposal.  
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CONFIDENTIAL BUSINESS QUESTIONNAIRE 
  

You are requested to give the particulars indicated in Part 1; either Part 2(a), 2(b) or 2 (c) whichever 
applies to your type of business; and Part 3.   
   
You are advised that it is a serious offence to give false information on this form.   
   

    Part 1 – General   
 

1.1   Business Name ………………………………………………………………………………… 

1.2  Location of Business Premises. ………………………………………………………………   

1.3  Plot No………………………………………… Street/Road ………………………………… 

  Postal Address ………………………………….…………………………………….……..…… 

   Tel No. …………….…………. Fax ……………. E mail ………………………...…………….   

1.4   Nature of Business ,……………………………………….……………………………………    

1.5  Registration Certificate  No.……………………………………………………………………   

1.6   Maximum Value of Business which you can handle at any one time – Kshs…………………   

1.7  Name of your Bankers ……………………………………………Branch …………………… 

    Part 2 (a) – Sole Proprietor   

2a.1  Your Name in Full ………..………………………………………….Age …………………   

2a.2  Nationality ……………………………… Country of Origin ……………………………… 

         • Citizenship Details (ID/Passport No)…………………………………………….   

      

    Part 2 (b) Partnership   

2b.1  Given details of Partners as follows:   
2b.2   Name                                  Nationality                        Citizenship Details               Shares   
  1……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

  2……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

  3……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

  4……………………………………………………………………………………………………... 
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    Part 2 (c ) – Registered Company   
2c.1  Private or Public …………………………………………………………………………………….   

2c.2   State the Nominal and Issued Capital of Company-   
        Nominal Kshs. ………………………………………………………………………………   
        Issued    Kshs. …………………………………………………………………………………   
 
2c.3   Given details of all Directors as follows   

    Name        Nationality                 Citizenship Details           Shares  

1…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

2.………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

3.………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

4.………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

5………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

   Part 3  – Eligibility Status   
   
3.1   

   
Are you related to an Employee, Committee Member or Board Member of Judicial Service 
Commission? Yes ______ No_______   

3.2   If answer in ‘3.1’ is YES give the relationship.   
……………………………………………………………………………………………   
……………………………………………………………………………………………   
……………………………………………………………………………………………   

3.3   Does an Employee, Committee Member, Board Member of Judicial Service Commission sit in the 
Board of Directors or Management of your Organization, Subsidiaries or Joint Ventures? Yes______ 
No______   

3.4   
   

If answer in ‘3.3’ above is YES give details.   
……………………………………………………………………..………… 
……………………………………………………………………………….   
……………………………………………………………………………………………   

   
3.5   

   

   
Has your Organization, Subsidiary Joint Venture or Sub-contractor been involved in the past directly 
or indirectly with a firm or any of its affiliates that have been engaged by Judicial Service 
Commission to provide consulting services for preparation of design, specifications and other 
documents to be used for procurement of the goods under this invitation? Yes_______ No_______   
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3.6   
   

   

If answer in ‘3.5’ above is YES give details.   
…………………………………………………………………………………………   
…………………………………………………………………………………………   
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 
   

3.7    Are you under a declaration of ineligibility for corrupt and fraudulent practices? YES_____ No______  
   

3.8     If answer in ‘3.7’ above is YES give details:   
……………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
………………………………………………………………………………………………..   

 
3.9   Have you offered or given anything of value to influence the procurement process? Yes  

_____No_____   
      
3.10  If answer in ‘3.9’ above is YES give details   

…………………………………………………………………………………………   
…………………………………………………………………………………………   
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

      
I DECLARE that the information given on this form is correct to the best of my knowledge and belief.  

   
   

   
Date ………………………..             Signature of Candidate ………………………   
   

• If a Kenya Citizen, indicate under “Citizenship Details” whether by Birth, Naturalization or 
registration.   
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SELF DECLARATION THAT THE PERSON/TENDERER IS NOT DEBARRED 

IN THE MATTER OF THE PUBLIC PROCUREMENT AND ASSET DISPOSAL ACT 2015.  

 I, ……………………………………., of Post Office Box …….……………………….being a 

resident of ………………………………….. in the Republic of…………………………….  

do hereby make a statement as follows: -  

1.THAT I am the Company Secretary/ Chief Executive/Managing Director/Principal 

Officer/Director of ………....……………………………….. (insert name of the Company) who 

is a Bidder in respect of Tender No. ………………….. for……………………..(insert tender 

title/description) for ……………………..( insert name of the Procuring entity) and duly 

authorized and competent to make this statement.  

2. THAT the aforesaid Bidder, its Directors and subcontractors have not been debarred from 

participating in procurement proceeding under Part IV of the Act.  

3. THAT what is deponed to hereinabove is true to the best of my knowledge, information 

and belief.  

…………………………………………………………………….. 

…………………………………………………………….……….  

(Title) (Signature)       (Date)               Bidder Official Stamp  

 


